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OF THE BEST EASTER TREATS
Easter doesn’t need to be an unhealthy time of
year, as these more forgiving options prove

Divine Hazelnut Truffle
Dark Chocolate Egg, £5,
traidcraftshop.co.uk
Not only is this egg
made from sustainably
sourced chocolate, but it
also comes wrapped in
recyclable foil, using no
plastic whatsoever.

Chococo Vegan
Madagascar 85% Mega
Dark Low Sugar Egg,
£18.50, chococo.co.uk
Made from single origin
beans from Madagascar,
this dark chocolate treat
has rich berry-flavoured
notes with hints of honey.

Lily O’Brien 40% Mega
Milk Chocolate
Egg, £12.90,
lilyobriens.co.uk
If you find dark
chocolate too bitter,
this egg is a sweeter
option that contains 40
percent cocoa.

TREND ALERT

JAPANESE

Diet

Recipe from: Rude Health (rudehealth.com)

•4 tbsp of white miso
•1 litre Rude Health Almond Milk
•200g firm tofu, cut into cubes
•150g kale
•250g thin brown rice noodles

1 Mix the turmeric, miso and 1 tbsp of
Rude Health Almond Milk to form a
golden paste. Put 1 tbsp of the paste
into a bowl, add the tofu and a good
dash of soy sauce. Toss to coat. Leave
to sit for 5 minutes.
2 Pour 1 tbsp of oil into a pan and stirfry the kale until it’s crisp around the
edges and has softened a little. Season
with a good pinch of salt, then scoop it
from the pan and put it into a bowl. Put
the pan back on the heat, add a little
more oil and fry the tofu until golden.
3 Cook the noodles in boiling water
according to their packet instructions.
Drain and divide them between four
serving bowls.
4 Gently heat the rest of the almond
milk until it’s just about to come to the
boil, then take it off the heat and stir in
the remaining turmeric miso paste.
5 Ladle the broth over the noodles and
top the bowls with the crispy kale and
tofu. If you like, finish with finely sliced
spring onions, fresh or dried red chilli,
coriander and lime.

UNDER THE GRILL
...Eating the same
things daily

You already know the phrase ‘if
it isn’t broke, don’t fix it’, but how
does this apply to your diet?
The good – It’s an easy way
to stay healthy
Eating the same meals can help
you to track your calories and make
healthier choices a routine. Instead
of worrying about what you’re going
to eat, sticking to the same things
means you know what nutrients
have gone into your meals.
The bad – You could get a
nutrient deficiency
Your body needs nutrients from
different food groups to ensure it’s
getting the right amount of vitamins.
So, by eating from a limited
selection of foods, you’re hindering
your options.
The bottom line – mix it up
Get the best of both worlds by
having a standard base food you
use for the foundation of a meal,
then swap in seasonable vegetables
to suit the time of year. That way,
you’re getting nutrients and variety.
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“The Japanese diet is a high-quality way
of eating which is associated with
a lower risk of mortality, including
from cardiovascular disease and
cancer,” says nutritionist Sophie
Thurner (sophiethurnernutrition.com).
“Perhaps this is one reason why the
town of Okinawa, in southernmost
Japan, has the highest number of
centenarians in the world, as well as
the lowest risk of age-related diseases,
such as diabetes, cancer, arthritis
and Alzheimer’s. Their diet is low in
saturated fats and high in nutrients and
antioxidants, with an emphasis on small
portions of fresh local and seasonal
food eaten at a regular rhythm. The
Japanese eat until they’re 80 percent
full and chew slowly to appreciate the
flavours, as well as being mindful of any
fullness signals. Recommended foods
are grain-based dishes, vegetables,
fish, meat, eggs and soy, fruits and
dairy. It also includes significantly
more fish than other diets (partly
because fish is easily accessible).
Compared to other dietary plans, it also
has notably more fermented soy, which
is an excellent probiotic.”

Almond, Turmeric
and Kale Miso Ramen
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The Japanese are some
of the longest-living
people in the world
and many researchers
credit their unique diet
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